
Multi-Functional Electric Car 

- Model NR Worksheet
Experiment 1: The connection between a dry cell battery and electric current flow. 

Let's check them out!
☆ For each, indicate the direction in which the motor will rotate with an arrow in the brackets ( )

Red leads Green leads Green leadsRed leads

Red leads Red leads
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leads
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Galvanometer Galvanometer

☆ For each battery flow, indicate the direction of the galvanometer needle with an arrow in ( )

Switch Switch

Experiment 2: Let's check the strength of the current if you change connection of
dry batteries 

Switch Switch

Which connection A, B, C will spin the fastest?
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Switch SwitchSwitchA B C
☆What is the name of connection of dry batteries in B and C? Please fill in the blank.

B Cconnection connection

☆Please choose which connection A,B and C is the same as three circuit diagrams below and fill in the blank. 

plus pole minus pole

Switch

motor

dry batteries

Circuit symbol

galvanometer

miniature light bulb

☆Measure the strength of the current with each orientation of dry batteries and write down the scale 
in the blank. Draw each circuit diagram below.

Red leads Green leads Green leads Green leadsRed leads Red leads

Galvanometer Galvanometer Galvanometer

circuit diagram circuit diagram circuit diagram 

scalescalescale ( ) ( ) ( ) 

☆Compare 1 of the electric current 
connection flow, with the speed of 
2 connections of motor and write 
your answer on the right

speed at which motor turns speed at which motor turns

Switch Switch Switch

☆Summarize the relationship between how to connect dry batteries and the strength of the current

circuit diagram 

Switch Switch

☆Let's write below in the circuit diagram 
where miniature light bulb lights up brighter

Let‘s try! How to connect batteries and check the brightness of miniature light bulb

☆Comparing the connections between 1 and 2, what happened to the brightness of the light bulbs?

Let's try! Let's check how to connect batteries and check how to fly the propeller.

☆What happened to the way propeller fly 
with 1 dry battery and 2 dry batteries?

☆When I on the switch, the propeller just 
turns and doesn't fly up. What should I do?



Experiment 3: Let's check the strength of the current using motor car 

How to connect 1 dry battery

Red leads

Galvanometer

Green 
leads

position to connect 
to the galvanometer

scale ( ) 

Speed of the car with series connection 

Speed of the car with parallel connection 

☆Measure the current of each motor cars and 
write down the measurement in the bracket (     )

☆Write the speed of motor car with parallel 
and series connection compared to the ones 
with 1 dry battery

Dry batteries 
connected in series

Dry batteries 
connected in parallel
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☆Summarize the relationship between the speed of motor car and the strength of the current

Galvanometer Galvanometer

Let’s try! Let's make a motor car run with miniature light bulbs

☆Let's write your thoughts after running motor car with miniature light bulb

Let's try! Let's run a propeller car

How was the propeller car able to run?

Let's write your thoughts after making the propeller car run

Let's try! Let's explore the use of solar power!

Red leads Green leads

solar cell

various shadowsE F

Tick the correct sentence 
on the right 

1. The more the solar cell faces the sun, the more the motor turns

2. If the shadow is created like in E, the motor does not turn.

3. If the shadow is created like in F, the motor does not turn.

☆Let's measure the strength of the current 
when the motor rotates with a solar cell

Red leads Green leads

solar cell

scale ( ) 

When the light shines, how did the 
readings change on the ammeter?

★Let's compare the 
brightness when you 
change the motor to 
miniature light bulb 

solar cell

Let’s try! Let's get a solar car moving!

Write your reflections after making the 
car move. 

Galvanometer


